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MISSION, VISION, VALUES
SCHOOL BROCHURE

Our mission is to provide pupils with a broad based Spanish 
curriculum, complemented by our extended International 
curriculum and enriched with a range ECI projects. We aim 
to produce pupils who are fluent and confident in the use of 
languages and can recognise their strengths and interests in 
order to  reach their full potential. Our pupils acquire leader-
ship qualities which, added to their positive attitude and a 
life long love of learning, will enable them to make a valuable 
contribution to the diverse, international society of today. 

Our professional, dedicated staff working within a structured 
and disciplined setting is committed to producing responsi-
ble, tolerant,  courteous, citizens in a creative and nurturing 
learning environment. The school and families  work togeth-
er at The English Centre and Ael y Bryn, to instil in our pupils 
an outlook and standards that distinguish them in their  pri-
vate, social and professional lives.

1. Integrity: to be true to our commitments in our actions 
and model behaviour which will inspire our pupils and 
community.

2. Responsibility:
 - Shared responsibility between The English Centre,
            Families and Pupils for their education.
 - Responsibility for The English Centre staff.
 - Social and environmental responsibility.

Ethical Principles: Truthfulness, Honesty, Kindness, Equali-
ty, Justice, Consistency, Generosity, Freedom, Respect and 
Honour.

MISSION

VALUES

The English Centre vision is to strengthen our profile 
with stakeholders and be a point of reference within the 
education sector, at both National and International 
levels. We ensure the greatest degree of satisfaction 
for our families and pupils through an optimum and 
complete Curriculum with bespoke extensions across 
the whole school, officially recognized nationally and 
internationally.  This is supported by our methodology 
and a dedicated staff with high expectations who 
undergo continuous professional development and 
have gained public recognition in their fields. Based 
on continuous improvement and innovation in a 
collaborative environment, our pupils develop to the 
absolute best of their abilities and achieve excellent 
academic results. As they mature they acquire higher 
learning skills becoming self-confident, critical, 
independent thinkers, involved with society and 
the environment, familiar with other cultures, both 
reflective and respectful. 

VISION

We would like to invite you get to know 
us through these pages and to become 
part of our family which, since 1969, has 
worked under our motto “LifeLong Love 
of Learning”. We have maintained this 
since then as one of the crucial pillars of 
our pupils’ learning.

At present, Linda Randell, David J. 
Randell y Gillian Randell Thompson, 
continue developing the initial project, 
with the firm conviction of offering 
families an education of consolidated 
quality. Our aim is to ensure that our 
pupils are happy and that their days 
at The English Centre remain etched in 
their memories as days of learning, life 
lessons and collective spirit. Experiences 
that they all remember with affection.
All this would not be possible without 
our staff’s involvement and commitment 
as well as our families’ support. We 
would like to thank them for continuing 
to place their trust in our educational 
project.

We want you to actively participate in 
our community and would always like 
you to always feel at home. 

We are loyal to our School mission, 
vision and values. We innovate, improve 

and foresee our needs, in constant 
evolution, for the new generations, to 
offer the best opportunities.

Always looking to the future.

Welcome to our great family - The English Centre.

A WELCOME MESSAGE

The Board of Directors welcomes you to the School on behalf 
of all those who are part of the ECI educational community. 
We are an institution with a holistic and comprehensive 
education system providing excellent results. An Educational 
Project in continuous development, always looking to 
the future, which encourages creativity, initiative, pupil 
development and a critical spirit, based on significative and 
interdisciplinary learning, theoretical-practical concept, 
innovation, internationalisation and social awareness. We 
apply constructivist and active methodologies which allow 
pupil development, attention to diversity, investigation and 
generation of projects.  In addition, cutting- edge technological 
resources and redesigning spaces to become flexible 
spaces work to aid pupil learning, providing the motivation 
necessary to carry out their tasks as well as generating more 
significative learning. All this is complemented by an ample 
offer of curricular and non-curricular activities, to ensure 
pupils’ development in different fields and disciplines. 
We educate pupils for a global world where they can 
overcome any type of cultural, social or linguistic barrier, 
true to their Lifelong Love of Learning. The comprehensive 

academic curriculum is complemented by tutorial action 
as well individualised pupil development at an attitude and 
aptitude level. Teaching in values, such as responsibility 
and integrity, is vital from a young age in order to achieve a 
pupil profile actively committed to their environment, able 
to address new challenges as responsible people. Tutor-
family communication is considered fundamental to achieve 
these objectives reinforcing educational cooperation which 
encourages participation in School life. 

WELCOME FROM THE RANDELL FAMILY

FROM THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
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WHY THE ENGLISH       CENTRE?
SCHOOL BROCHURE

An Educational Project for the 
21st Century, aiming to inspire 
creativity, initiative and critical 
spirit, supported by 3 pillars: 
innovation, international 
mindedness and personalized 
attention.

1

4

Values education.

Pupils 
ready for an 
international 
environment.

5

7 8

Motivated staff who undertake 
CPD and apply the latest 

methodologies.
The best material and 

technological resources at 
pupils’ disposal. 

9 10

We not only educate pupils, we 
educate people. 

Since 1969, 
educating our pupils 
in a Lifelong love of 
learning.

2

3

▶ Excellent academic results.
▶ ECI among the 20 CICAE 
schools, with PISA FOR 
SCHOOL 2018 results over 
OCDE member countries such 
as Canada, Finland, Korea, 
Singapore...

6

A wide range of 
complementary 
and extracurricular 
activities.

Excellent facilities.
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MISSIONECI EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATION
EDUCATIONAL PROJECT
Based upon a defined mission and pupil profile, 
we offer pupils a great variety of opportunities 
in all fields, cultural, artistic, linguistic, scientific 

and social, to fully grow both in the academic and 
the personal field and be able to perform in an 
international scenario. 

VISION

EARLY YEARS PRIMARY SECONDARY & SIXTH FORM

PUPIL
PROFILE

Good speaker and communicator

Applies Critical Thinking

Works in a team

Interacts with others and is well mannered 

Is able to plan and organise

Linguistic, numerical, technical, humanistic,
technological and aesthetic (musical, visual
and theatrical) skills

Is a creative and independent thinker

Is aware of who they are

Has a healthy life style

Puts Human rights values into practice

8

ACADEMIC DIRECTOR              HEADS OF DEPARTMENTPUPILS DIRECTOR

DEPUTY HEADS

Commissions
Innovation and Technology

Social Responsibility
Leisure and Culture

Catholic Religion
Seminary

Non-Teaching Departments
Audiovisual Activities

New Projects
Sports Club

The Deputy Heads guide the behaviour 
management aspect of education; ECI 
Values and Principles. They are 
responsible for and lead the ECI 
Tutorial Action Plan, providing and 
supporting a personalised individual 
attention and pupil development.

TUTOR
COOPERATIVO

CienciasCiencias IdiomasIdiomas MúsicaMúsica Lengua y 
Literatura/Clásicas

Lengua y 
Literatura/Clásicas

Departamento
de Orientación

PROYECTO
ORIENTACIÓN

Departamento de 
Orientación

Ciencias SocialesCiencias sociales International 
Curriculum

International 
Curriculum

THE ENGLISH CENTRE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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SCHOOL	BROCHURE		ǀ		OUR	PROJECTS

OUR
PROJECTS

Innovation is reflected in the development of different 
projects which reinforce essential areas of the 
curriculum and different skills and abilities linked to 
our pupil profile.

OUR VALUES
WHO WE ARE

The  Eng l i sh  Cen t r e

SOMOS NUESTROS VALORES

Promotes and foments education in values with the 
aim of enriching our teaching, ensuring pupils show 
responsibility and solidarity towards people and 
their environment. We develop campaigns such as:

Social responsibility and solidarity initiatives
Solidarity campaigns and alliances
Environmental projects
Volunteer groups
“Our Values Are Who we Are” day

Active learning that takes place in a totally English 
speaking environment thanks to the International 
Curriculum.

Right from the start pupils benefit from methodologies
that promote enquiry & critical thinking.

Emotional and multiple intelligences are addressed by
the use of a wide range of resources, like the IPad, which 
includes the pupil in their learning and encourages 
curiosity and creativity. Our objective is that our pupils 
become familiar with an international environment 
whilst developing their autonomy, and are keen to 
learn and have fun.

Activities which complement teaching. Reinforce 
pupil character, their implication with peers, with the 
School and the environment.

The sense of belonging to a group is encouraged 
through the Houses. Oral expression in English and 
research is promoted through Assemblies. The School 
Council Meeting is the pupil voice at School.

The institutional events carried out at Christmas time 
promote values such as cooperation, solidarity ... the 
Eisteddfod promotes Welsh tradition (home of the 
School founder) amongst pupils. The extra curricula 
activities provide general culture and a better 
understanding of their environment. In conclusion, 
these and many other activities contribute to the 
English Centre pupil profile.

A curricular project which comprises a methodology, 
resources and activities that improve pupil speed and 
precision in arithmetic operations, concentration and 
attention, observation, confidence in oneself, visual 
and aural memory, spatial awareness, analytic ability, 
autonomy and learning to learn.

A series of activities designed to develop 
reading comprehension (read to learn), and 
to promote the pleasure of reading in all our 
pupils.

Different plat forms and activities which allow 
us to create a motivating environment for each 
pupil to carry on developing their own reading 
process.

Reading is an essential skill to continuous 
learning.

HOUSES
ST. GEORGE

ST. DAVID

ST. PATRICK

ST. ANDREW

SCHOOL COUNCIL
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The scientific model of learning is at the 
heart of GAIA which is designed to promote 
critical thinking and scientific enquiry. 
This takes many different forms. Pupils do 
research projects which are embedded in 
the curriculum but may also be presented 
at conferences or competitions, work on 
the Sustainability Project, do combined 
International Projects and contribute 
to Science Day to name a few. These 
activities help ECI students work on 
characteristics in our Pupil Profile – 
improving communication, organisation 
and planning skills, whilst encouraging 
a healthy lifestyle and values that enrich 
both school and home life.

This is a project based on the development of 
entrepreneurial skills that promote the values of 
an enterprise culture: innovation, creativity and 
responsibility.

Pupils are encouraged and taught strategies and 
skills that will empower their decision making.

Specific methodologies are used to promote 
the application of these skills within the context 
of gamification and competition. By the time 
pupils finish their skills education they should 
have acquired a range of schools that will stand 
them in good stead in both their university and 
professional lives.

ECICOE

We carry out a range of activities to encourage 
public speaking and debate amongst our pupils. 
This project aims to unify, coordinate, improve and 
extend activities, resources and material to this end.
The main objective is to promote Oracy across the 
School and to develop and extend the skill of Public
Speaking. This requires a good command of 
Language, argument needs to be coherent and 
language discursive and persuasive.

Body language and facial expression add weight to 
meaning. Confidence and self-esteem supported by 
the ability to apply critical thinking to discourse will 
lead to success in this area.

CICERÓN

The figure of tutor was created in the English 
Centre to complement the task of tutors 
assigned to different groups. Their mission is 
to: ensure new pupils’ optimum integration, 
to monitor pupils on a language exchange 
programme abroad or to stimulate and guide 
pupils’ study in subjects pending.

The importance of the use of other modern 
languages in the world in undeniable. The 
Modern Foreign Languages Department wishes 
to offer our pupils a wide range of possibilities 
regarding the study of other important 
languages at an International level. Apart 
from English, our pupils also study French as 
a second foreign language. Our main objective 
is to draw French culture and language closer 
to our pupils to ensure they develop adequate 
skills that would allow them to take active part 
in real situations. In order to do so, we work 
from towards our objectives Early Years up to 
Sixth Form.

It is also in Early Years where the study of 
German and Chinese language begins. Our 
pupils can acquire basic knowledge of the 
German language from 4 years old up to 
primary Year 3. We believe this will be a good 
moment to awaken interest for this language 
and encourage our pupils to continue studying 
in our German Language Club or Chinese as 
another option.

TUTOR
COOPERATIVO

SCHOOL	BROCHURE		ǀ		OUR	PROJECTS
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SCHOOL	BROCHURE		ǀ		OUR	PROJECTS

Its aim is to understand music as a means of 
sensorial and intellectual enrichment.

Pupils create music in an active manner, 
becoming vocal, corporal and instrumental 
interpreters.

Pupils receive Acorde though messages full 
of life, colour and aromas, that produce 
emotions which help the communication 
process between them and with themselves.

Music provokes, moves, relaxes and 
heightens awareness, developing physical 
expression and creative abilities, as well as 
thought attention and memory.

Music educates and makes people, and 
education and people are the base of our 
society.

Improves concentration and motivation 
in class with resources such as Ipads, 
digital boards, laptops and computers.

Promotes attention to diversity.

Improves phonic skill through 
specialised Apps.

Develops problem resolution skills and 
logical thinking.

Specific Apps to support and develop 
creativity.

Computing development and resources 
at all levels (pupils, families and staff).

The School benefits from 
an Educational Guidance 
Department, run by 
specialists in Psychology 
and pedagogy, who are 
fully integrated in school 
life. They carry out their 
tasks in four areas:

WITH FAMILIES
WITH TEACHERS/TUTORS
WITH PUPILS
WITH SCHOOL

Group advice: working throughout the year with the 
tutor in TUTOR periods.

Individual advice: the Advisor also answers any doubts 
or individual problems.

CAREER GUIDANCE 
It plays a very important role in the lives of Sixth Form 
pupils, both in curricular development and career 
guidance. It is the pupils who choose subjects in 
accordance with their interests and vocational leaning 
aiming to obtain the best preparation for their university 
stage. 

We guide and work with pupils on the University 
Entrance Exam (PAU) before, during and after the exam. 
The results endorse the School Educational Plan.

- Guidance to families and pupils
- University lectures
- University visits
- University Fairs
- Mock University entry examination with external 
examiners

PROYECTO
ORIENTACIÓN

Imagine our world in 15 years’ time. What do 
you see? A brave digital world fast flowing, ever 
changing, automated, integrated robotic world.
To thrive in this world tomorrow’s people need a 
curriculum that integrates science, technology, 
engineering and maths (STEM).

 • A curriculum that focuses on problem based 
learning, the integration and application of 
knowledge.

 • A curriculum that emphasizes collaboration 
and creativity.

 • A curriculum that focuses on 21st century 
skills.

 • A curriculum for Tomorrow’s People.

 • An exciting, challenging, cutting edge 
curriculum that engages.

 • A curriculum that develops, problem-
solving and higher-order thinking skills.

 • It gives students an opportunity to shine 
creatively, apply critical thinking skills, 
communicate and share their ideas.

</> v=d/t 

TOMORROW´S
Learning for the future

PEOPLE
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SCHOOL BROCHURE | INTERNATIONAL CURRICULUM

INTERNATIONAL CURRICULUM
The English Centre’s intention 
is to teach our pupils to ensure 
they can take an active part 
with confidence in different 
cultures and languages. We 
understand this reaches far 
beyond teaching languages; 

communicating with pupils of various nationalities, 
experiences in other countries and participation in 
overseas projects are an essential part of a holistic 
education. For this purpose, our own project has been 
developed.

 • The International Curriculum, includes, not 
only the programmes of study, objectives 
and competencies, but also encourages Cross 
Cultural Activities, pedagogical innovation and 
professional development.

 • A curriculum specifically designed for our pupils 
and meets the expectations expressed by their 
families.

 • A curriculum that encourages and motivates our 
pupils to enhance and apply their knowledge.

 • A curriculum that uses 21st Century methodology, 
supported by the latest technology.

WE MAKE YOU GROW
We achieve family and pupil satisfaction through an 
optimum and complete International Curriculum, 
created by ourselves at all levels, a personalised 
methodology and highly qualified staff.

INTERNATIONAL
C U R R I C U L U M

THE ENGLISH CENTRE

SIXTH FORM
We prepare access to any national or
International University.

EARLY YEARS
Learning & development right from the start.

SECONDARY
PBL: Extension of Knowledge, the 4 Cs. Cross curricular 
knowledge aligned with project based learning. Include 
Preparation for external..

PRIMARY
International Curriculum. Transversal Learning 
through Literacy and Topic.

RESOURCES

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

ENGLISH CENTRE
MATERIAL

RESOURCES
INCLUDED

AND ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

HOMEWORK
FOLDER

INTERNET
As a search tool and

Platform

METHODOLOGIES
FOR THE 21ST

CENTURY

LITERACY
The acquisition of skills 

that allow pupils to access 
and enjoy oral and written 
language as well as a wide 

literary world.

TOPIC
Theme based

activities providing 
meaning to learning

COMPUTING
The use of new 

technologies as part of 
the Curriculum.

CREATIVE ARTS
Artistic creativity.

Supports and 
reinforces

Literacy Development.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Physical Education.
Improves and reinforces 
coordination levels and 

problem solving abilities

PROJECT/ PROBLEM BASED LEARNING

1. EXHIBITION:
Complete change of pupils’ perspective of their 
work, knowing they will present and defend their 
project before their peers and adults.

2. MULTIPLE DRAFTS:
Pupils understand that the quality of their work 
really does matter, they are offered the opportunity 
of creating drafts, comment, share, revise and edit at 
various stages during their Project.

3. CRITIQUE:
Formal critique sessions allow pupils to learn from 
each other and from the results within a secure and 
structured environment. Areas where pupils require 
more support or specific abilities are also identified.

KEY ELEMENTS

COMMUNICATION
Sharing thoughts, questions, ideas and 
solutions.

COLLABORATION
Working together to achieve a goal through 
talent, experience and work ethos.

CRITICAL THINKING
Facing problems from a different angle, 
associating learning across different 
subjects and disciplines.

CREATIVITY
Trying new approaches to achieve our objectives.
CREATIVITY= Invention & Innovation.

School Brochure | The English Centre     17
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SCHOOL BROCHURE | ECI GLOBAL CHALLENGUE

IEC
ECI GLOBAL CHALLENGE

THE ENGLISH CENTRE

ECI GLOBAL CHALLENGE
A unique opportunity for pupils to enjoy their first experience in one of the 
best Schools in Wales

BRISTOL

CARDIFF

MANCHESTER

NOTTINGHAM

CAMBRIDGE

OXFORD

LONDONSt. Michael´s School
• An International School. 
• From 3 to 19 years old.
• Academic success. 
• Emphasis on holistic education.
• One of the top 5 Private Schools
   in Wales.

They live in the United Kingdom and enjoy the best 
adventures and activities offered in South Wales, all 
totally integrated within The English Centre International 
Curriculum.

South Wales is well known in the United Kingdom for 
its wonderful coastline, robust mountainsides, history, 
multiculturalism, a modern identity and friendly people. 
All within a secure learning environment, where pupils 
increase their linguistic ability, their self-esteem and 
knowledge of other cultures.

AEL Y BRYN

For this project we have designed a house purpose built for 
our pupils’ safety and comfort, which greatly contributes to 
their learning.

ECI GLOBAL CHALLENGE AWARD

An activities programme, abilities and skills development 
totally compatible with the curriculum and the residence. 
This part of the programme focuses on leadership, team 
work, self-esteem, social responsibility, values and fun.

ECI IC WALES

We have designed a study programme totally compatible 
with the pupils’ learning in Spain. Our partner, St. Michael’s
School is one of the best independent schools in Wales and 
we are happy to work together to integrate our pupils in 
their School life and values. They are completely integrated 
in the School.

EXCHANGES

EXCHANGES WITH 
GERMANY
- Friedrich-Harkort-Schule
   en Herdecke
- Geschwister-Scholl
   Gymnasium en Wetter

Every year, as part of the Educational Project, pupils 
have the opportunity to take part in exchanges, 
hence, putting everything they have learned into 
practice throughout the academic year as well 
as acquiring more knowledge and forming new 
friendships.  Study programmes abroad are carried 
out in two phases: a first one where we receive 
foreign pupils in our School and the next phase 
where our pupils enjoy the great experience (or 
vice-versa)

EXCHANGES WITH UK
Ballard School en New Milton

Olchfa School en Swansea

EXCHANGES WITH FRANCE
- Lycée Jules Ferry en Cannes

ACTIVITIES WITH 
OTHER SCHOOLS

Exchange programme with Finland, Lithuania and Croatia.
The project is called THE AMAZING RACE. Pupils investigate 
aspects linked with health (mental, physical, social and 
emotional) and voluntary work (addiction, physical disability, 
young learners, the elderly). A fantastic opportunity for cultural 
exchange and the use of English language. 

ERASMUS +KA229

Contact through letter and online platforms to 
improve languages, share knowledge and learn about 
other cultures.
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SCHOOL BROCHURE

Dewi Thingamajig is the School 
mascot, a little Welsh dragon, 
designed and named by our pupils.
The story has it that after travelling 
around the world for hundreds of 
years, the dragon accepted Mrs. 
Randell´s invitation to stay and 
accompany our pupils at school.

UNIVERSITY
ENTRANCE
EXAMINATIONS
EXCELLENT RESULTS

100%
PASS RATE

HEAD BOY & 
HEAD GIRL
Two Sixth Formers are chosen every 
year to represent the whole School 
pupil body based upon their: maturity, 
responsibility, academic record and 
excellent results.

It is an absolute pleasure for them to 
represent pupils and the School to 
parents and the educational community 
at all School events.

They also represent the pupils at 
meetings with the Board of Directors.

THE SCHOOL MASCOT

PALABRAMOS
We are pioneers in the Cádiz province with the creation of our 
creative writing workshop. Palabramos was born with the aim 
of offering a space for creative writing, something often not 
addressed in official studies, and that needs to be encouraged 
and stimulated to develop our youngsters’ literary and creative 
skills.

✓ Groups for 12 to 18 years old, School open to the community.

✓ Adult groups.

✓ Outside School hours: Tuesday and Thursday from 5.30pm to 7.00 pm.

✓ Fun and Practical classes, resources designed by the School.

✓ Highly qualified teachers.

✓ Sole requirement: look for or have something to tell and find our own voice to do so.

EXTERNAL LANGUAGE EXAMS
We prepare our pupils for an international and ever changing environment where languages are essential. The philosophy
is to learn in English, not to learn English as a second language. In the same manner, we also provide the ECI Curriculum
with a second and third language - French and German at present.

School Brochure | The English Centre     21
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SCHOOL LIBRARY
We have a library with a great number of catalogued 
and updated books for both pupils and staff.

This service is available in school hours thanks to our 
librarian, who advises pupils, supports the teaching-
learning process and organises many activities 
together with the Spanish Language Department 
particularly: author presentations, book borrowing 
workshops, visits to the Local Library, Books fairs etc.

When do they use the library?
Pupils go to the library during their break times to read books, newspapers 
or magazines.
Book lending is also available, a computerised service where a library 
membership card is indispensable.

Study time, when pupils do not have to attend classes, the library provides
a quiet environment to review and consolidate learning.

Online information research to carry out projects, since the Library is also 
equipped with computers so pupils can use them for their projects.

ACTIVITIES
Activities provide the ideal  medium to put knowledge into practice. Inside and outside the classroom pupils have the 
opportunity to extend and consolidate learning.

EXTRACURRICULAR CLUBS
SCHOOL BROCHURE | SERVICES

To further extend ECI pupil curriculum, we complement our educational offer with a School of Dance and 
Music, Sports Club, School of German, School of Chinese and Robotics Club.

SCHOOL OF DANCE AND MUSIC
Guitar (classical/electric/bass/ukulele), Piano, Violin, Viola, Cello, Percussion, Singing and Music and 
Movement Clarinet, Saxophone, Flute, Oboe, Percussion, Trumpet and Trombone.  The syllabus followed for 
an instrument/singing includes one hour of Musical theory and one of the chosen instrument.
Flamenco, Bulerias, and Dance (introduction to Ballet for Early Years) and Modern Dance.

Activities for adults:  Parents’ Choir.

SPORTS CLUB
Chess, basketball, football, swimming, rugby, triathlon, paddle, rhythmic gymnastics, karate, table tennis, 
volleyball, Olympic gymnastics, fencing, multisport, group aesthetic gymnastics and self-defence. 

Activities for adults (group of at least 8 people): • Karate–do   • Water-based activities• 
Paddel    •  Tai-chi

ROBOTICS CLUB
They work with cutting-edge Robotics technology. The syllabus 
is in English and in is an extension of the School curriculum. 

SCHOOL OF CHINESE 
AND GERMAN
Spoken And written expression and 
understanding.

NEW

NEW
Dron

s

mod
ules
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ECI QUALITY COMMITMENT 

Common Areas: 8.079 m2

Morgan Building: 2.451 m2

David Randell Building: 2.997 m2

Other: 8.785,80 m2

Total: 22.312,80 m2 premises

The School believes in an education of excellence and quality undergoing periodic 
audits to guarantee satisfaction and commitment with pupils, families, staff and our 
environment, as well as groups of interest.

The School currently holds the following certifications: 

SPORTS AREAS 
Bigger and better quality: indoor swimming pool, paddle, 
multisport courts, outdoor garden area, etc. 

COMMON AREAS 
Kitchen and two totally new dining rooms. Improvement 
of reception, meeting and tutorial areas. New 
Management and Administration Building.

NEW CLASSROOMS 
Completely new facilities for Early Years, Primary, 
Secondary and Sixth Form with different areas for each 
section.  

COMMUNICATIONS CORE  
Picadilly, Beacon Building and Crystal Palace.
Picadilly, core link a perfectly integrated hub improves and 
optimises entries and exits, flow for parents, pupils and visits.

Ú

Ú

ÚÚ

SCHOOL BROCHURES | SERVICES

OUR SERVICES

DINING ROOM BUS
We offer our pupils a quality education as well as the 
best diet and for this reason we feel trust in Sodexo, an 
international Company, who like us, counts on over 40 
years’ experience.

1st  Sitting from Early Years 12:25 to 13:05 h

2nd Sitting from EPO (1º to 6º) 13:15 to 13:50 h

3rd Sitting from Secondary and Sixth Form 14:15 to 14:45 h

We want to help our families with pupil transport, 
ensuring that all the Cádiz Bay towns have access 
to our educational project and have the chance of 
belonging to our ECI Community.

We offer the possibility of contracting full bus or half 
bus service, morning or afternoon.

Management System Quality Cer-
tification  by AENOR. First School in 
Andalucía certificate in ISO
9001:2000.

We work to develop our 
responsibility with Society and with 
the Environment Certification ISO 
14001 by AENOR (Environmental 
Management System).
Certificate included in one of our 
School values, responsibility. 

» Seal EFQM 500+ achieved which 
guarantees a management system 
of high quality, recognising our 
commitment with excellence and 
society. 

Empresa
Registrada

UNE-EN ISO 9001

ER-1383/2001

Gestión
Ambiental

UNE-EN ISO 14001

GA-2004/0277

FACILITIES
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FAMILY
SERVICES
We understand the importance of a reference point when 
queries need answering, and for this reason we created 
the Family Service (SAF) to manage queries and answer 
applications and other issues that might need special 
handling outside of the teaching or reception matters.

A SAF representative supports families from the very moment they request information until the pupil finishes their education
at our School and beyond; we like to maintain contact with families that have been part of our ECI Community after pupils 
have completed their studies.

Our families have the opportunity of keeping in touch 
with SAF via the channels of communication offered by 
the School, as well as in person on School premises.
These channels are:

• School Forum via ECINET.• By phone 956850560 between 8:30 am and 6:45 pm.
• In person at School.• Via e-mail saf@elcentroingles.es.

HEALTH & WELLBEING
Given the number of hours our pupils spend at School, and aiming to 
cover all the possible needs that may occur, we provide a service that 
attends to pupil and staff needs from 9:00am to 5:15 pm.

The Health Service department maintains a rigorous control of 
allergies and intolerances.

Our staff does not medicate or prescribe medication. However, they 
do administer medication, on authorisation by the family and handed 
in to the School Nurse’s Office before class begins.

MORNING
CLASS

SHOP
(Uniforms Shop)

To offer a better service and always thinking 
about our families, we offer an extended 
timetable. We offer morning class to cover the 
needs of parents who start work early.

The morning class starts at 8:00am and runs 
until class starts. Pupils are taken care of by 
School staff at all times.

The ECI uniform is available in our ECI 
Shop (SIOP). The uniform is compulsory 
for all ages. We also offer a series of 
accessories which are not compulsory 
but are available for families to cover 
any possible needs. Uniforms are also 
available for purchase at our online 
shop: tienda@elcentroingles.es
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EDUCATIONAL GROUP
The English Centre Group comprises various companies with over four decades of experience in the education sector. The English 
Centre, TECS and SPARK make up our Educational Team, which perfectly combines its family environment with continuous 
expansion, always looking for excellence in teaching and learning.

The English Centre is a 2 to 18 
independent lay School, recognised by 
the Ministry of Education and Sciences 
from its foundation in 1969 by Linda 
Randell. At present and together with 
her son David J. Randell and Gillian 
Randell Thompson, the School is run 
based upon her project, Life Long Love 
of Learning, motto maintained since 
then as one of the fundamental pillars 
of pupils’ learning, together with the 
establishment of the British language 
and culture in teaching, performances, 
activities and events.

www.coleci.es

In TECS we carry out programmes, 
courses and language activities for 
children, youngsters and adults through 
3 teaching areas: language immersion 
Summer Camps, Courses abroad and in
Language Centres. All programmes 
are of language immersion. TECS 
supports a dynamic, attractive language 
teaching programme, adapted to all 
age groups and that in some cases, 
such as the total immersion camps in 
English, have proved to be an absolute 
methodological revolution in this sector. 
“English is Fun” is our identity.

Request a catalogue in
www.tecs.es

In Spark Spanish we receive foreign 
students in our linguistic and cultural 
immersion programmes in Spanish 
throughout the year. With their own 
residence or in collaboration with 
Spanish families, we offer a wide range 
of tourist and sport options for holistic 
learning. We need to understand that 
Spanish is also an asset we need to 
export and maintain. “Your Learning, our 
passion” is our motto at Spark Spanish.

Request a catalogue in
www.brightsparkspanish.com



Lifelong love of learning

EL CENTRO INGLÉS | Tel. 956 850 560 | www.coleci.es 
info@elcentroingles.es

Localidades que atendemos: 
Jerez - Cádiz - Conil- Chiclana - Chipiona - San Fernando - Sanlúcar de Barrameda - Rota - Puerto Real - El Puerto de Santa María.


